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those of previous A.S. presidents
James Ferguson and John Rico may
explain the increase in resignations.
’ During
the
Rico
administration there were more
distinct student political parties,"
Wright said. ’ It was important that
people stay on council to maintain
their party’s balance on policy."

Of the 20 council members
elected in April, only 11 original
members remain. Nine elected and
one appointed member have
resigned.

Wright called the Ferguson
council a ’timid group,’’ and said
since its members were not very
political in scope, there was not as
much pressure on that council as on
the current one.

The most recent resignations
are those of Tricia Lam and Nick
Antonopoulos. Both said in letters of
resignation that due to school and
other responsibilities, they no longer
had time to effectively serve as
council members.
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Wright said none of this year’s
resignations have been for any
reason except lack of time to
properly serve.

A.S. Vice President Edna
Campbell said replacements are
being sought for both seats.

’This year the core of council is
a very conscientious, hard-working
group,’’ Wright said. ’Some people
just didn’t anticipate the work
load.’’
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’This year I’ve wanted the
council to make statements, to be a
political group,’ Wright said. He
cited the Bakke and Bunzel
resolutions as examples.

The eight previous resignations
were Doug Yoder, Bill Clarkson,
Steve Turner, Steve Madwin, Doug
Droese, Tudy Grago, Myra Murphy
and Gabe Castillo.

Applicants are interviewed by
the Personnel Selection Committee,
which makes recommendations to
A.S. President Steve Wright.
Wright then interviews those
recommended and brings his
decision before the A.S. Council for
ratification.

In addressing the council
Wednesday night, Wright stressed to
members that because of important
business before council this
semester, such as the A.S. budget, it
is important that members decide
whether they intend to remain on
council.

According to Wright, it is
unusual for so high a number , of
council members to resign. In the
previous two years, he said, there
has been an average of three to four
resignations a year.

’ It’s important," he said, ’and
if you don’t have time to commit to it
i council work), you’d better make
room for somebody who does."

Wright said the difference
between his administration and
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On a dark. rainy night shadows can be particularly menacing. The
emergency call boxes that hove been installed on campus shine as
o symbol of security for many students who attend night classes.
Above, Security guard Tim Haley makes a regular check -in call at
one of the boxes outside the library.

Community-owned store to open in May

"The supermarkets just aren’t
filling the need, " he said. ’’In
general, there isn’t enough low-cost,
high-quality food available in the
area. Low-income people spend 44
percent of their income on food."
Schultz said a December price
survey of two supermarkets and
several corner markets in central
San Jose found that the co-op will be
able to offer produce at prices 25
percent less than supermarket
prices and offer a savings of 15 to 20
percent on basic food items.
The co-op will offer savings of
about 50 percent compared of corner-store prices, Schultz said.
Schultz described the quality of
the food in the corner stores as
’disgusting".
’They practically let the stuff
rot in their produce containers," he
said. ’It’s inedible stuff."
The co-op will provide an
alternative for people who don’t
have transportation to supermarkets and must shop at nearby
corner markets as a results, Schultz
said.
Schultz hopes to locate the co-op

on a bus route for easy access.
’ The population of this area is 32
percent students and there are a lot
of students who don’t have cars,’’
Schultz said. ’There are also a lot of
senior citizens in the area that don’t
have transportation to the supermarkets.’’
A site has not yet been agreed
upon, but is
being
sought
in either the northside, Olinda,
neighborhoods
or
Roosevelt
campus
for a May opening. A delivery
system will begin in March to each
community center involved with the
program.
The delivery service will carry
produce only but the store itself will
supply all the products found in
supermarkets except for ’junk
foods," Schultz said.
It will also carry health and
ethnic foods and have bilingual
workers.
Schultz said the co-op ’is a
community-owned-and-operated store."
’It will be a neighborhood
center in a sense because the people
can take care of it," he said. ’They
can voice their opinions on the
ownership, control and support of
the store. We are putting out food
surveys so the food available will
reflect what the people want.’’
Schultz said a membership fee

A.S. Council voted Wednesday
night to approve a resolution calling
for A.S. funds to be withdrawn from
the Bank of America because of the
bank’s South African ties.
The resolution, written by
council members Joe Trippi, Mitch
Chambers and Ed Vasquez, was
approved by a vote of 8-0-2.
Trippi cited a Dec. 8 AS.
resolution calling for the severing of
ties with any ’’business, firm or
bank with holdings or investments in
South Africa" as the basis for the
resolution.
In a letter to AS. Business
Administrator Jean Lenart, Bank of
America officials denied having
investments or facilities in South
Africa, but said, ’Our loans outstanding (in South Africa) today
amount to less than one half of one
percent of the total portfolio of the
bank."
Referring to the Dec. 8
resolution, Trippi said, ’As far as
I’m concerned we voted to sever

relationships with that type of
establishment."
"Though I totally agree with
resolution," said councilman John
Davis, voicing the views of several
council members, ’ from a practical
point of view! wonder if it’s possible
to find a bank anywhere that doesn’t
have direct or indirect ties to South
Africa."
Trippi explained that if no such
bank could be found, no change
would be made.
Lenart has already sent letters
to banks asking if they have any
connection with South Africa.
A.S. President Steve Wright told
the council to wait for the responses
before deciding on a new bank.
When the letters are in and
things are clarified we can concur on
something." Wright said.
Council members Marcel
Miranda, Nathan Price, Mitch
Chambers, Allison Beale, Kevin
Johnson and Joan Chapman were
absent when the vote was taken.

Survey measures
quality of local life

Food co-op designed for students, elderly

By Nancy Hewitt
A food cooperative partially
sponsored by Spartan Gardens will
be set up this spring "because the
needs in San Jose are really great"
according to David Schultz, coordinator of the San Jose Food Co-op.
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Council votes
withdrawal of
B of A account

Two more vacate
A.S. Council posts
By Gary Barger
Two more AS. Council members have recently resigned,
bringing the number of resignations
since September began to 10.
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of $5 must be charged for the store to
be incorporated as a co-op, but ’’we
are not keeping anyone away by the
membership. Anyone can shop there
that comes in.’’

Membership provides delivery
service, discounts and the power to
make decisions concerning store
policies, Schultz said.

Tree passed
inspection before
falling on student
Trees at SJSU are checked daily
for signs of weakening support,
according to Vern McGlothlen,
supervisor of grounds. Yet no indication of weakened support was
found in the tree that fell Tuesday
morning between Dudley Moorhead
Hall and the Speech and Drama
Building, injuring SJSU business
sophomore Kenneth Hayashi.
’We start work at seven each
morning, and each man has an area
that he polices to check all the
trees,’’ McGlothlen said.
’Each
man is in his area for eight hours a
day, so he kind of checks each tree in
his area throughout the day."
’If a tree is showing signs of
coming down, we brace it," he said.
51cGlothlen said the only way to

test a tree for weakening is to check
its base for possible rising ground.
The tree which fell Tuesday was
the only one to fall in the recent
storms. McGlothlen said there was
no indication of rising ground level
near the trunk of the tree.
’You can tell by looking at the
tree how shallow the root system
was from the drought over the past
couple of years" McGlothlen said.
Hayashi, who was hit by the
fallen tree Tuesday, is in satisfactory condition with a compressed
vertebra in his upper back, a San
Jose Hospital spokesman said.
Hayashi will be released from
San Jose Hospital today after being
fitted with a back brace.

By Alicia Viloria
A growing trend among local
suburban women is the search for
"for fair share of the goodies in
society," according to Dr. Donald
Rothblatt, chairman of the SJSU
Department of Urban and Regional
Planning.
Rothblatt, along with associate
profesior
of
Speech Communications Jo Sprague, and
Daniel Garr, associate professor of
urban and regional planning,
recently completed a three-year
study measuring the degree of
satisfaction felt by local women
toward their suburban lives.
A significant finding of the study
is that ’society’s goodies," or public
services offered outside the
household, are important factors
considered by suburban women in
rating the quality of life in their
area, Rothblatt said.
The survey interviewed about
800 women from four suburban
areas in and around San Jose. Each
area included both planned and
unplanned communities.
The average age of women
interviewed was 30 and the average
income was $24,000. All the women
had at least one child of elementary
school age.
We were aiming for typical
middle-class women with families,’’
Sprague said.
Why only women?
"They are probably the best
people to ask about suburban life
because they spend more hours
there than men," Sprague said.
Women were asked 50 questions
involving four areas of suburban
life:
quality of housing;
quality of public services offered
in the area:
quality of friendship group patterns: and
quality of mental well-being.
The Willow Glen residential
area was rated highest in the first
four areas. However, it was not
rated high in the public service area.
’It was interesting to me that

Willow Glen was more satisfying.
Sprague said.
’It seems quite possible that
older neighborhoods create more
feeling of community, a more
established neighborhood kind of
feeling.’
Sprague pointed out that newer
suburban housing is almost always
designed with recreational areas in
back of the houses, emphasizing
privacy rather than neighborly
communication.
She said in older neighborhoods
such as Willow Glen, front yards are
emphasized, with big lawn areas
where residents spend time and are
more apt to ’run into" and communicate with their neighbors.
Some of the newer planned
communities, including a condominium unit in Cupertino, were
rated highest in the public service
area.
’These
residences
are
especially popular with working
women,’ Rothblatt said.
The two main assets mentioned
by women were support through
public services available, such as
child care and undemanding
upkeep.
A general conclusion drawn
from the survey is that residents in
Los Gatos and Cupertino are happier
than those in San Jose, Sprague said.
However, she pointed out that
there hasn’t been sufficient time to
study the results to know which
specific areas brought the ratings of
the two outside areas up.
’It may be just one aspect of
those areas,’ she said.
The team has just begun to
examine the survey results. It will
be able to draw more and clearer
conclusions in a few months,
Sprague said.
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Assembly bill
to give faculty
representation

in time for 1980-81 budget talks.
By John Raess
Collective bargaining rights may soon
In a speech before the CSUC Academic
be granted to higher education faculty in Senate in San Jose last November, SJSU
California, the last group of state em- President John Bunzel said he felt "apployees to receive the privilege.
prehension ’ over the possibility of
collective bargaining.
Passage of AB 1091, introduced by
According ti i Maize!, the quality of
Howard Berman, D-Beverly Hills, would
guarantee faculty of the University of education on CSUC campuses is bound to
California system and the California State suffer if collective bargaining for faculty is
University and Colleges the right to choose approved.
an agent to represent them in contract
Taking issue with Bunzel’s remarks
talks.
were Warren Kessler, state president of
Berman’s bill passed the Assembly United Professors of California, and
last June by a 56-14 vote. Cun ently, it is William Crist, president of the Congres.s of
stuck in the Senate Education Committee.
Faculty Associations.
Should the measure pass this session,
secret ballot elections would be administrated by ’the Educational Employment Relations Board to determine
the faculty’s representative organization

At the time, Kessler labeled Bunzel’s
remarks ’utterly preposterous."
According to Crist, CSUC trustees
were also opposed to collective bargaining
for faculty. He said the trustees passed a

will be vying for exclusive representation.
resolution opposing the idea last summer.
Opposition by the trustees to collective
Other provisions of the bill would alloy,
bargaining is ’nothing but paternalism," faculty to present grievances to the adKessler said.
ministration, without consulting then
employee organization.
It’s "as if faculty were not bright
enough to handle the process," he said.
The measure would provide for atCrist and Kessler met with Governor nitration and mediation proceedings in
Brown Monday to discuss the bill, as well case of an impasse in discussions.
as restoration of some programs cut from
Berman’s bill requires contract
the CSUC budget and the faculty salary
negotiations to start early enough to insure
increase slashed by Brown.
conclusion before the budget goes to the
Both leaders said Brown remained legislature.
uncommitted, but Crist expressed some
Any part of the final contract
optimism.
requiring legislative action would be due
’’It was a worthwhile meeting,’ Crist by May 15 of each year, to allow the
said, ’ we laid some good rationale on him legislature time to amend the budget.
Furthermore, a student observer
(Brown)."
The measure allows only one would be allowed to observe and make
representative to act for the faculty. If it suggestions at collective bargaining
passes, Crist and Kessler’s organizations sessions.
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U.S. corporations serve
racist African regime
By Angela Blanchette
When will U.S. corporations and
banks with financial holdings in
South Africa realize that they are
NOT omnipowerful crusaders for
human rights, and that their involvement is only ensuring the
existence of the racist apartheid
regime in that country?
Is the answer that their
monetary gains to be made in South
Africa overshadow their concern for
human rights? Or is it their blindness to the atrocities that the
creature apartheid is creating?
Angelo Blanchette is 0
Spartan Daily reporter

Apartheid, the government
policy demanding racial separation
and
socially
politically,
economically was instituted in 1948
by the Afrikaners (predominately
white Dutch Settler). The policy has
since upheld minority rule in a
country of over 16 millions blacks
and 4 million whites.
Under the apartheid system:
All blacks over 16 years old must
carry constant reminders of their
status in the form of passbooks,
establishing the right of the bearer
to a certain area.
The government has the
power to order the urban black to his
native homeland.
The government tells blacks
where they can live and where they
can be employed.
The government allows the
ban of any literature termed
subversive."
sub -standard,
non A
compulsory educational system for
blacks is allowed to exist.
Recently, several CSUS student
and faculty organizations have
publicly condemned the racist
policies of South Africa an U.S.
investments there, after it was
discovered that a percentage of the
CSUS money was directly linked to
South African investments.
SJSU’s A.S. council was one
such body calling for a halt to U.S.
investments in that country,
threatening to sever all financial
Livolement with banks and
businesses with investments in

South Africa, including the Bank of
America.
Bank of America, which has
granted ’short-term" loans directly
to businesses in South Africa has
stated, ’’corporations should not
withdraw from Africa but should
remain there in support of political
and social equality for all in the
country."
However, according to the
findings of a Senate subcommittee
on Africa, U.S. investors only serve
to uphold the system of legalized
repression in that country.
The net effect of South African
investments, according to the
report, "has been to strengthen the
economic and military selfsufficiency of South Africa’s
apartheid regimes."
The report refuted several U.S.
firms contentions that they are
blocked by South Africa racial laws
from implementing equal opportunity, pay and benefit policies.
The report said that of the
estimated 300 corporations with
financial operations in South Africa,
only Ford Motor Co. has made any
attempt to recognize black labor
unions.
The report also said U.S. firms
have failed to join with European
companies in adopting a fair employment code, although 70 percent
of their 100,000 employees are black.
Both of these measures are
within South African law, accordnic
to the report.
Although U.S. investments in
South Africa have reached almost $2
billion, U.S. investors contend that
their involvement is minimal.
But, the participation of U.S.
including General
corporations
Motors, Xerox, Ford and HewlettPackard, is vital to the survival of
the oppressive South African
government.
Major U.S. firms supply
photographic equipment and
material for black South Africans’
passbook pictures, supply police
vehicles that cart scores of blacks
away to jails each day for violating
apartheid laws and supply advanced
technological machinery to the
nation.
Now is the time for U.S. cor-

but for this semester at least I will
not have to sit contorted, trying to
write sideways on a right-handed
desk.
Lack of utensils for left-handed
people are a real problem.
Ever since the left-hander first
started to learn things, right-handed
people have tried to get them to use
their right hands.
Elementary

13, 14, 15, 16

Under the homelands policy,
apartheid I which means "apartness" in Afrikaner dialect) will
become a reality when black South
Africans will be forced to relocate in
separate nations within the present
boundaries of South Africa.
The white portion will encompass 87 percent of the land,
incorporating all major cities and
wealth producing locations in the
country which supplies three-fourths
of all golds produced by noncommunist nations.
The remaining 13 percent of the
land will be zoned into 10 ’independent" black nations, but they
will be independent in name only if
the policy is allowed to progress as
planned.
Because many of the proposed
re-location sites are barren and
lacking in natural resources, black
South Africans will become nothing
more than ecomonic hostages
dependent on the white-controlled
cities for their survival.
Now is the time for all U.S. investors to heed the shouts of ’’GET
OUT OF SOUTH AFRICA" being
voiced across America and put an
end to their financial support of this
overt oppressor of human rights.
The mood of change in South
Africa has begun. Violence and
racial unrests are becoming more
conurunon. The mysterious deaths
of imprisoned and exiled antiapartheid leaders, such as black
South African activist Steve Biko,
are occurring more frequently.
U.S. investors who continue
their financial endeavors in South
Africa, may soon find that what was
once a selfish dream of wealth has
become a nightmare of despair and
death.

No facilities for southpaws

Bill Smith is a
Spartan Doily reporter

a,

porate and banking executives to
open their eyes to the ugly truth
occurring in South Africa and to the
direction that country’s government
is headed.
The ultimate goal of white
Afrikaners is for the evolvement of a
Republic of South Africa where
there are no black citizens.

Left-handers stand up for rights

By BIM Smith
Two weeks into my second
semester at SJSU I have finally
enrolled in a class that has lefthanded desks.
Granted there are only three of
these desks as opposed to approximately 75 right-handed ones,

B -I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, /, 8, 9, i0 ii.

school teachers slash their rulers
across your knuckles and then
complain to your parents because
you aren’t learning. Let them try to
write with their off-hand.
We aren’t freaks, but we are
tired of trying to open doors made
for right-handers, start cars with the
ignition switch on the right side, or
try to cut fingernails with righthanded scissors. And there is
nothing we hate more than to have
the boss call us his or her right-hand
man.
The right-handed conversion
starts early. Your first little league
coach always tried to make you hit
right-handed and then dropped you
to the bottom of the line-up because
you couldn’t hit any better than his
80-year-old grandmother.
Parents can be equally bad.

Fortunately I had a left-handed
mother.
Most parents, if they are righthanded, will always take something
out of your left hand and put it into
your right, causing intense
emotional problems. When you are a
kid you don’t know very much
anyway, and suddenly you get all
fouled up and lose your coordination.
Left-handers must unite.
Pressure for laws against lefthanded discrimination. Get those
door knobs changed to the other
side. Educate the masses, or your
children, like me, will go through
elementary school with a set of
broken knuckles, both from trying to
use their left hand, and from the
teacher getting tired of reading the
chicken scratches they make with
their right.

boned in the article. I would like to
know what department Kurt Rehm
worked in, where ’’schedules are
never put up until the day before the
week starts.’’ In my department
Ride Operations), this is not so.
Employees are notified well in
advance of their schedules.
Racism and sexism are not
tolerated at the park. Great
America has a Guarantee of Fair
Treatment, which in part states;
all persons will be considered for
employment promotion or training
on the basis of qualifications without
regard to race, color, creed, sex or
national origin." I know of several
women and minority employees in
management positions. It is important that the park doesn’t work
on a "quota" system, but rather
promotes based on qualifications.
Working in an amusement park,
one is certainly faced with physical
dangers. However, employees are
well trained in working with these
conditions. Safety is always first at
the park, and Great America has
many safety training pi-ograms.
The reason for my responding to
the article is that I found it to be
inaccurate, biased, and misleading.
I find it amusing that these people
who detest the conditions of the park
and feel abused, "wished to remain
anonymous to protect their jobs."
If conditions were as bad as they
say, one would think they could care
less whether they work there or not.

Great America is not a place to
work for money alone. It is a great
learning experience, working with
the public and making friends. I feel
my experiences working at Great
America are invaluable, and I hate
to see false allegations against it.
Brian Adams
Radio-Television sophomore

Living together: cooperation
between University and City
By Dan Weems
It almost seems too goody be
true. After a year or mom" of
bickering between the opposite sides
in SJSU’s parking controversy, it
looks as if we are finally going to see
an attempt made at cooperation.
Don’t hold your breath, but
something might even get done.
It has been amusing to watch
supposedly mature adults lower
themselves to name-calling, or
pointing the finger at their opponent
Dan

Weems is a

of the area.
Single
family
dwellings,
bookstores and religious centers
would, according to Bunzel, take
their lace. He also envisions a
student residence complex in the
university zone.
The most heartening aspect of
the whole idea is the positive
reception by city officials.
City Manager Ted Tedesco is
passing the idea on to the city
council.
The A.S. Council has also endorsed the idea.

Spartan Doily reporter

and saying, ’It’s all his fault.’ It
might be amusing, that is, if you
weren’t stuck in a line for an hour
just waiting to park your car.
Now SJSU President John
liunzel has come up will tre itlea
a university zone.
The university zone would
surround
the
campus with
businesses and development that
would blend in with, rather than
clash with, SJSU.
According to Bunzel’s plan, the
halfway houses and board and care
homes which currently surround the
campus would, happily, be eased out

It’s no secret to anyone who has
gone to school here for a few
semesters that the area around
campus is in a state of decay. The
high crime rate around SJSU has led
may students, who might otherwise
live close to school, to seek housing
further away than walking distance.
Coupled with the preferential
parking ban, this increase in
commuters has probably made
parking here worse.
It seems that we, as students,
have been considered a highly
transient population. Come here for
your degree, then move on.

letters I
No discrimination
Editor:
I was shocked at the Feb. 8
article by Kathy Beck about employee abuse at Marriott’s Great
America Theme Park. I have been
an employee of the amusement park
since its gates opened three years
ago, and never have I found
evidences of employee abuse.
I know, as a fact, that over the
past three years Great America has
assembled one of the best
management teams of any
amusement park in the country. I
find the allegations made by the
Marriott Workers for Better Conditions quite faulty, and would like to
express my point of view on the
issue.
As far as low wages are concerned, the park pays seasonal
employees minimum wage.
However, there are opportunities for
advancement, which have an effect
on your wages. Most places that hire
part-time help pay minimum wage,
so it’s not only found at Great
America.
Also, even before agreeing to
work at the park, employees are
made aware of the wages they’ll be
getting. If they don’t like the low
pay, they shouldn’t accept the
position and seek work elsewhere.
I have never experienced
"erratic schedule changes" men-

Music recognition
Editor:
Since when did Fleetwood Mac
become a "top 40 group?" Just
because AM radio discovered their
last two albums, or more accurately, Stevie Nicks, is no reason
to dump them into the same
category as all the mindless racket
played every morning on Dr. Don
Rose’s show.
Fleetwood Mac has been
making some of the finest
progressive music for years and its
unfortunate they’ve only recently
received mass recognition.
Perhaps if KSJS played music
that appealed more to students’
taste jazz, rock, soul, etc. instead
of middle-of-the-road pop, more
would listen. That’s why Foothill
College’s KFJC is one of the best
college radio stations.
Jon Pullman Porter
Journalism Senior

Far from brother
Editor:
Years ago, Louis Lomax, addressing locally an N.A.A.C.P.
dinner, opened with the observation
’All you well groomed people, here
tonight, I just want to remind you,
that the higher up the hill you get,
the farther away you are from your
brother, down in the gutter.’
I was reminded of that, on
reading Corinne Asturias’ article on
area,"
downtown
"decadent
Spartan Daily, Feb. 7.
I ride the bus to my cottage on
the east side, and only last week
viewed a young man fall from the
bench. As I got up to pull him out of
the gutter, a young student assured
me that he would do it, and he did.
He took his bus home, and as I
waited for mine, another student
walked up and assured me she would
go to a telephone and call for help.
Our college students are getting
their education younger than I did
mine. Wheh I was a freshman in the
University of Washington, 1915- 16, it
was surrounded by an atmosphere
"of suburban tranquility." I read
Upton Sinclair’s ’’The Jungle" in
1932. I had grown up with a first
edition copy of the book in our home
library, but had never read it before.
"1 aimed at their hearts and I hit

their stomachs," Sinclair commented on the book. I started getting
educated then. I continued to read
his books until he died. He changed
my entire life.
Now, past 80, I am still trying to
learn. "Learning certainly should be
a lifelong activity," Assemblyman
Alister McAlister wrote to me in a
recent letter. Surely university
students should not be protected
from viewing life until they are
older. Let us start now, correcting
the causes, not taking a’ ’walk on the
other side of the road."
Lorna D. Smith
Afro-American Studies

Forum policy
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present viewpoints
on issues affecting the university
community.
columns
and
Comilients,
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorals,
comments or news stories.

Maybe that’s why nothing ever
seems to improve. If the city council
decides there is a need for change in
the area around campus, it will be
looking for direction from those in
the community. Whether you live
here or commute shouldn’t matter.
If you think more garages,
housing or campus -related
businesses are needed in the area,
go to a city council meeting. Get up
and give your opinion.
Students being interviewed
about parking last week kept
repeating one thought: ’It’s almost
not worth going to school here.’ ’
Why not tell someone who has
power to make changes about the
things that need to be changed?
We’ve all felt frustrated by the
seeming disregard for the needs of
students at SJSU.
City Manager Tedesco has
admitted that San Jose hasn’t been
’capitalizing on the presence of the
university in the downtown.’
Perhaps the time has come
when city officials are willing to
consider and act upon the problems
of downtown San Jose.
The way to find out is by making
your voice heard, and looking
around to see if anyone is really
listening.
That is , unless you’re satisfied
with things the way they are now.
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Children’s favorite tells success story
By Susan Smith
morning,
’Good
Captain."
The familiar phrase
has a reassuring and
soothing effect as it is
directed to the shining
landmark of childhood,
Captain Kangaroo.
The Captain, otherwise
known as Bob Keeshan,
walked onto the makeshift
stage at Marine WorldAfrica USA in his
traditional splendor.
He appeared no taller,
no fatter, not even visibly
older ( he admits to 50 but
prefers it be written as 32)
than if he had stepped out
of the tube.
The red coat with white
piping, oversized gold
whistle encircling his neck
and the bushy eyebrows
apparently have the same
appeal they did two
decades ago, for Keeshan
continues to oversee a
monopoly on morning
children’s programming.
Most contemporary
college students grew up
with the Captain. He stands
as a reference point amid a
medium filled with failures
and cancellations.
Since Oct. 3, 1955,
Keeshan and his sidekicks
Mister Greenjeans played

by Lumpy Brannon,
Bunny Rabbit, Mister
Moose and numerous other
animal characters ( handled by Gus Allegretti ),
have faithfully appeared on
the screen at 8 a.m.
It is Keeshan’s hope
that the show stands as a
constructive contrast to the
often brash Saturday
wasteland of television.
Keeshan knows his
audience and maintains a
high level of respect for
them.
"It is our belief that
children are intelligent
humans of potentially good
taste," he said, raising his
eyebrows.
Captain
’Hopefully, we can develop
that quality."
After 23 years,
Keeshan occupies and
unparalleled vantage point
in children’s programming. He revealed a few of
his observations during a
break in the shooting of his
variety ’ visit," as he
refers to the show.
’Basically the children
have not changed. Their
needs remain the same:
Who am I and how do I fit
into this world?’

necessary wisdom,
he
said.
Keeshan is well aware
of the role he may have
played in the growth of
generations of children.
But he avoids taking advantage of his father figure
to sit in judgment of what is
best for the ’’children of
America’’.
’ Each child is an individual and I’m not in a
position to judge what is
best for every child," he
said. ’’What is violent to
one may not be to
another.It is the parent
who must make these
decisions."
As Keeshan discussed
the current state of the
American family, he shook
a disapproving Captain
head.
’It is a more difficult
world to grow in today,"

Keeshati said. ’There is
less of a family orientation
than when we began 23
years ago."
He believes that
technology has separated
parents and children.

’Too often the TV is
used as a babysitter," he
claimed. ’’Unfortunately, it
gives the parents the
ability to relieve themselves of responsibility to
the child."

It is evident from the
rapport of cast members
and film crew as they work
that the show is a direct
result of their expertise
and understanding of
children.

children and don t monitor
the subject matter their
children are exposed to,
inferior programming will
be permitted.
’Parents,’’ he (lintinued, ’are the ultimate
source of programming.
Too often children watch
poor shows with direct
parental approval.

Keeshan
adds
a
phrase, restructures a
sequence or simply
changes facial expression
to clarify material for his
mini-critics.
’Our basic audience is
6 and under, with a viewing
period of four years.
Therefore, as we define
generations, this is our
fourth or fifth,- he explained.
’The show is constantly a new experience
for a child who is tuning in
for the first time.’

’By saying ’I’m busy,
go away,* or actually instructing the child by
saying, ’Go watch TV,’ the
parents do a great injustice
to their children.
’The most ignored
sentence in the home today
is 1 love you," he claimed.

For this new audience,
Keeshan is pleased to
present a few songs and a

Keeshan can almost
say those words with his
eyes, which may account
for his continued appeal to
children.
In his amiable Captain
Kangaroo
manner.
Keeshan admitted to tiring
of his role.
But he qualified this
statement by adding, ’As
with any job there are days
when you want to leave, but
you never seriously think of
quitting permanently."

But
he
avoids
overemphasizing his impact as Captain.
’ We can serve as an
auxiliary force of some
kind, but no show can be
the primary source for
education," Keeshan said.
’What is important is the
home environment."

-’Television gives this
inquisitive child a fund of
knowledge to draw from
but in no way provides the

photo by Kin, Komenoch

Bob Keeshan -- "Captain Kangaroo"

Keeshan is optimistic
about
children’s
programming on a national
level and believes a great
improvement has occurred
over the last five years.
"But local stations still
remain great partners with
parents in exploitation," he
said. ’As long as parents
don’t have time for their

Mister Greenjeans,
sitting within earshot, drew
exception.
’Only on days like
this," he said, ’you get
upstaged by a chimp."

Class soap opera studies reveal romanticism
Soap operas have come
out of the closet and gone
into the classroom at SJSU.
Once the subject of
ridicule, they are now
being taken seriously by
some as an important
sociological phenomenon
and subject matter for a
theater arts course.
Of the 60 students
enrolled in Theater Arts
19611, "The Soap Opera,"
some are avid fans who
have the storyline of any
"soap" on the tips of their
tongues. Others are only
interested in the subject
from a psychological
standpoint.
Professor Clarence
Flick, creator of the new
course, said it is an
academic approach to the
phenomenon.
"It’s a commercial
bonanza and therefore
important to study its
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sociological impact," he
said.
Citing a recent Time
magazine article, Flick
said he believes there is a
trend toward romanticism
in literature and culture.
This has led to an increase
in the soap opera audience,
estimated to be 20 million
viewers.
Housewives are no
longer the mainstay of the
soap audience , according
to Flick. More young
people are making up the
faithful viewing audience.
Public Relations major
Lisa Lyons is a 10-year
veteran of the afternoon
tube. She said she
regularly watches four
soaps on the ABC network
lineup, joined by five
friends and fellow Hoover
Hall residents.

Although she doesn’t
schedule her classes
around the shows as some
soap opera buffs have been
known to do, it "usually
works out" that Lyons gets
out of classes in time for
’Ryan’s Hope" at 11:30
a.m.
Elsie Lee is anotber
dorm resident and* class
member who is hooked on
four separate shows. But
she said she manages to
watch only one each day.
’’They’re interesting to
watch," she said."People
see other people make fools
of themselves but don’t
realize how much they are
like them."
In addition to watching
soaps on television, Lee
listens to them on her radio
which TV stations

Theater Arts prof defends soaps
By Laura Del Rosso
Christopher Ostergren
defies the stereotype of the
typical soap opera addict.
He’s young, employed and
a college professor.
Yet the newest SJSU
theater arts professor is as
avid a fan of the daily
serials as any housewife
who watches the shows
between doing the laundry
and picking up the kids
from school.
The difference is that
Ostergren squeezes in
’ Love of Life" and
’Search for Tomorrow"
between teaching classes
and during lunch breaks in
the faculty lounge.

dannellai

Ostergren admits he
faithfully followed the
soaps while still a drama
professor at Villanova
University in Pennsylvania. Formerly involved in the Philadelphia
movement,
theater
Ostergren believes soap
operas are not the intellectual wasteland some
claim they are.
He was the first guest
speaker to appear before
the Theater Arts 196H ’The
Soap Opera" class Monday
night. He lectured on the
origins and basis of soaps

in dramas and literature.
Compared to prime
time television programs,
soap operas are more interesting, complex and
mature dramas, Ostergren
believes.
"It’s not a great form
of literature," he admitted,
but, ’It’s new, interesting
and deserves more credit
than most people give it."
Ostergren graduated
from the Yale Drama
School where he edited the
Yale Theater Magazine. He
said his main interest is in
bringing
American
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playwrights’ work to the
stage.
I Continued on back page)

broadcasts. That way, she
said, she can do two things
at once -study and listen.
But when something
exciting is happening, she
runs to the dorm TV room
to catch it, she said.
Although not a soap
opera addict, class
member Jackie Guevara, a
social science major, is
fascinated by the serials
and especially by the
people who watch them.
-Everyone has their
own idea about them,
Guevara said during a
break in the class.
"I think it lessens some
people’s loneliness and
passes the day. It gives you
an involvement in other
people’s lives."
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After
viewing
segments of different
programs
and
participating in the class,
Schwartz said he still can’t
figure out what attraction
the soaps hold. However,
he said the class is interesting and fulfills an
elective for his major.
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"From what I see it’s
really not geared toward
me," he said.
Dave Schwartz, a
radio-television broadcasting major, took the
class for a unique reason.
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State

watches them," he said. "I
sit there and watch them
with a blank face."

A psychology major
with a special interest in
television’s effects on its
viewers, Bob Hernandez
enrolled in the class out of
interest.
He had never watched
a soap opera. And, after
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"All my Children", Hernandez doesn’t think he’ll
be hooked.
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Cagers blow big lead,
hold on to top Irvine
By Anne Brennan
After a brilliant first
half in which SJSU built a
34-22 lead, the Spartans
blew a 20-point lead but
held on to win, 70-67 over
UC-Irvine last night at
Independence
Park
Fieldhouse before 1,440.
The Spartans will face
the slow-down offense of
league -leading
Fresno
State
University,
at
Fresno, tomorrow night.
With 12 seconds to go,
an SJSU up 69-67, Michael
Mendez was intentionally
fouled, and made the
second of the two free
throws.
The ball was inbounded
by the Anteaters, who

called time out, but
following the time out, Phil
Davis stole the ball during
a scramble under the Irvine basket, clinching the
win.
The Spartans got the
early lead and proceeded to
force Irvine out of its 1-2-2
zone into a man-to-man
defense. In doing so, SJSU
was able to pick up the
tempo and control the
game.
Wally Rank, who led
the Spartans with 25 points,
scored the first seven times
the Spartans went down the
floor. In the last SJSU
encounter with Irvine,
Rank was only able to tank
two free throws and went

without a field goal. Rank
fouled out with 4:38 to go.
The Spartans lost
control of the game early in
the second half when the
Anteaters started to shoot
over the SJSU 1-2-2
defense.
"It’s the fate of the
gods when they are taking
25-foot shots and making
them," Spartan Coach Ivan
Guevara said.
"We lost a lot of free
throws," Guevara said of
his team’s 12-for-19 performance.
"We kept (Wayne)
Smith from getting the ball
inside, which is what we
wanted to do, but it didn’t
do much good," Guevara

said. Smith put in 15 points
in the second half.
Center Stan Hill was
ejected from the game with
2:53 left in the game. Hill
apparently shoved Smith
during a dead ball
situation.
With 6:45 left in the
PCAA STANDINGS

Wrestlers rout Cards,
’biggest weekend’ next
Tracy Haynes (32) and Mark Eversole (53) vied for a rebound when the Spartans lost to Fresno State University, 59-45, on Jon. 26. Stan Hill, partially obscured, Wally Rank, Co -player of the week in the PCAA, and Doug Streeter
look on. The Spartans meet the PCAA leading Bulldogs tomorrow night.

By Steven Goldberg
After his team mauled
a small Stanford team 51-3,
wrestling coach T.J. Kerr
looked towards two of the
most important matches of
the wrestling season.
UCLA and Cal PolySan Luis Obispo, the ninth-

Weights ignite dispute
By Julie DiBene
Bring up a discussion
of pumping iron with
visions of Arnold Schwarzenegger swelling his
pectorals and flexing his
biceps and most people
dismiss the subject entirely.
Weight lifting and body
building are two subjects
most people find quite alien
to their lives. They envision
huge, sweaty guys, hands

of Olympic free weights,
numerous barbells and
more than a half a dozen
conspicuous-looking contraptions, all brand new,
and the source of a controversy that reigns both
inside and outside the gym.
They
are called
Nautilus machines. Each
has a highly specialized
function and they are
regarded by some people
as the newest advancement

creasing demand for
weight training classes.
"Ever since I’d been at
State, equipment was
breaking down,’ he said.
Capers stressed that
the need for the equipmenbt was with the
Physical Education
classes, not the athletic
teams.
Yet the opposition
claims it is costly, over
specialized, and in the long
run, it does more harm
than good.
’’According to expert
in
the
field
it’s
unbiomechanically
sound,’
said Ernie
Bullard, SJSU track coach.
Bullard added that he
thought the machines had
"very little value for our
(track) people."
Jim Welsh, SJSU
athletic trainer, had very
little knowledge of the
equipment before it
arrived.
-It just showed up here
one day," he said, ridding
that the football team will
use the equipment as part
of their training program.
The weight room was
quiet, but for the occasional clanking and
thumbing of weights
landing on the well padded
mats, or a groan from a
lifter straining under his
load.

photo by Hen& Hansen
Economic senior Don Carroll tries out on* of the
new Nautilus machines located in the men’s weight
training room. The equipment was purchased for
$16 000.
chalked or wrists taped,
grunting and straining to
lift something that might
slip and fall. Yet even if the
weight fell with them with
it, they’d get right up and
try it again.
Such is the dedication
of an almost religious
group of people who spend
anywhere from several
hours a week to several
hours a day pumping iron.
At SJSU, there too are
the dedicated who inhabit
weight room. It
men’s
the
is a high-ceilinged, poorly lit room that smells of
sweat and gym clothes in
need of a good washing.
The room contains a
variety of equipment: two
Universal gyms, large
machines with various
apparatuses including a
slant board, bench press
and military press, all
designed to tone, define
and increase the flexibility
and strength of the muscles
being worked on.
the
with
Along
Universals are several sets

in the science of weight
lifting.
The machines cost
816,000 and came from a
replacement fund for worn
equipment in the Human
Performance Department,
according to Dom Capers,
a former SJSU Physical
Education instructor, now
an assistant football coach
at UC Berkeley.
Capers explained the
new equipment was
necessayy because the old
equipment was very worn
and nonfunctional and
couldn’t handle the in-

There too, was a varity
of opinions concerning the
new equipment.
Don
Carroll,
an
economics senior who had
been lifting weights almost
daily for four years as part
of a track program said,
"From what I have seen, it
looks like $16,000 worth of
glorified
Universal
machines."
Each machine emphasizes a workout on
either torso, chest,
shoulder, hamstring or
thigh muscles.
History senior J.P.
Jones, a regular at the
Spartan gym and a former
Jack 1.9Lanne instructor,
said, "The advantage the
Nautilus weight equipment
has over regular freebar
and Universal gym is that
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Nautilus equipment
provides a total workout
resistance all throughout
the exercise."
All agreed that the
Nautilus
provided
flexibility and tone, while
free weights provided for
bulk and strength.
Neal Novotny, a
member of SJSU’s rugby
team said he used it as a
backup for other sports
because he was not interested in obtaining bulk
muscle development.
James
Hawkins,
former defensive captain
on the Spartan football
team, while lifting 70pound barbells as easily as
most would lift a bag of
groceries, talked of the
philosophy of weight lifting
and the concept of its being
a religion.
"You can go through a
Nautlus workout in 20
minutes whereas with free
weights you might be here
two hours," he said.
"Nautilus is for the
businessman, housewives,
and reporters," he said.
"I think it should be
given a chance," Hawkins
said of the new machines.
"It’s like a new religion,"
he said.
Hawkins compared it
to a new religious sect,
where people of one belief
have trouble accepting the
newer beliefs of another.
He also said that with
the problem of rape on
campus women would do
well to build themselves
up. Then he strained under
heavy weight. Hawkins’
arms swelled and face
contorted and streamed
with sweat as he successfully lifted it.

ranked team in the nation,
will wrestle the Spartans
tonight and tomorrow
night, respectively. Both
matches will start at 7:30 in
the Men’s Gym.
"This is the biggest
wrestling weekend in the
history of the school," Kerr
said. His biggest worry is
that 11 wrestlers are sick
with the flu, he added.
One of the ill wrestlers
is Robert McDowell, the
sixth-ranked wrestler in
the country at 142 pounds.
His opponent against Cal
Poly-SLO could be the son
of Mustang coach Vaughan
Hitchcock. Kerr seemed
excited about the McDowell-Hitchcock matchup.
"It’s sort of a pride
thing," Kerr said. Although
the score could be lopsided
(with the Mustangs winning) Kerr said. He added
that the score is not always
indicative of a wrestling
meet.
"In a wrestling match
the score doesn’t always
reflect the closeness of the
match," Kerr said. "A
match could be lost by one
point and the scoreboard
shows a 3-0 score."
In wrestling the outcome of the match
determines the score entered on the scoreboard. A
pin is worth five points
while a forfeit is worth six,
for example.

to UCLA for a meet) we all
decided to transfer there,"
Kerr joked. They are also
able to give full scholarships to more of their
wrestlers, Kerr said.
Against Stanford the
Spartans had no trouble.
With only a half-dozen
wrestlers, the Cardinals
had to forfeit several
matches. In the matches
they did wrestle they were
only able to win one match-by a decision.
Kerr, who has coached
the Spartans to five
straight PCAA titles, will
coach the North team in the
North-South All Star Meet
at UC-Berkeley Monday
night. McDowell, Kevin
Hejnal and Dave Brouhard
were selected from the
Spartans to wrestle at the
meet.

TEAM

W

Fresno
Fullerton
Pocif k
San Diego
Long Beach
Son lose
Irvone
Santo Barbaro

7 2
6 3
63
6 3
4 5
3 6
27
2 7

Thursday s Results
Son lose 70 Irvine 67
Fresno 56 Peed lc 55(07)
Long Beach 88 Fullerton 84
San 0.9. 87 Santo @arbor* 71
Saturday s Garnet
Son lose at Fresno
Irvine at Pcuatc
Long leach ot Santo Barbara
Son Diego at Fullerton
first half, Frank Johnson
threw an overhand pass
half the length of the court
to Sylvester Pritchett, who
faked his way past one man
on his way to a three-point
play, making the score 1912, bringing Irvine out of its
zone defense and opening
the door for the Spartans.
Smith led the Anteaters with 21 points and
13 rebounds. Guard Louis

Stephens was second with
14, all from long range.
FSU is led by center
Art Williams, who tops the
team in scoring, averaging
12.4 and 6.4 rebounds.
Williams is from the
College of Southern Idaho
where Bulldog Coach Boyd
Grant coached last.year.
, The Spartans will also
have to stop forward Eddie
Adams, who has a scoring
average of 11.6 points.
Nobody else on the
FSU team has statistics in
double figures.
The Bulldogs have
rebounded from a 1-18
season last year to a 17-4
overall and 7-2 conference
record. So far this season
FSU is undefeated at home.
Selland Arena, home of
FSU, is now called
"Grant’s Tomb" because
of the Bulldogs’ home
record of 4-0 in PCAA. The
game has been sold out
since early this week.
Inetne.SmIth 10 1.7 21. Christ 2 0.0
4 McGuire 2 2.2 6 Corson 0 0.00 lurk 3
0-06, Sapp I 0.0 2. Stephens 6 2.7 14
Bolden 60.0 12 Rodgers 02.22 Totals 30
7 1367.
Son lose -Ronk 121 227 Haynes 6
2-3 14 WI 6 0.0 11 Mende, 1 1-4 4
Doris 1166 Pritchett 2 2.2 6 Johnson 0
00 Williams I 132- Totals 29 12 19 70
Halftime score Son lose 34 Irvine
12
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BILL SUMMERS ANd SUMMER’S HEAT

SAT. FEB. 11 9:00 P.M.
SJSU STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Against UCLA Kerr
expects a closer match
than against Cal Poly-SLO.
"It could be real
tight," Kerr said. An added
feature of the meet, Kerr
said, would be the
heavyweight match-up.
The Bruin heavyweight
told one of Kerr’s wrestlers
that he would demolish the
Spartan heavyweight who
is Ralph Kuehn, he added.
One of the reasons that
UCLA has a good team,
Kerr said, is that UCLA is
an excellent school.
"It’s such a nice
school, that two years ago
(when the grapplers went
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Davis beats obstacles to win lob
By Anne Brennan
"I don’t run really fast
and I don’t jump really
high," Phil! Davis, play
maker-guard for SJSU
cagers, shyly admitted.
Davis works around
what some may consider
less than outstanding
physical characters for a
basketball player, but the
6-foot, 180-pounder has
been starting for the
Spartans in the last three
games. Davis will also
start tomorrow against
Fresno State University.
To compensate, Davis
uses his body to cut off
players instead of "outquicking" them, as players
with more speed would do.
"I
has to use his
cunning and bump the
cutters," Coach Ivan
Guevara said.
For Davis it has been a
long, hard pull to get where
he is. He has not only had to
learn to outplay taller,
faster players, but has also
had to gain the confidence
of the other players.
As playmaking-guard,
Davis is the quarterback of
the team.

He is going out there
believing in himself and
getting the respect of the
other players," Guevara
said. "Everybody is pat-

his home games, also
advises him of areas in
which he could improve.
basketball
Davis’
career started when he was
is second grade, the
sophomore said. He always
assumed the point guard
position.
’I used to try to copy
other players’ moves. We
had a hoop in the front of
our house. I would watch it
on TV and run outside and
try to do it before I forgot
how it was done," Davis
said.
He takes a very
positive attitude toward
basketball, and said that he
concentrates on the things
he can do well.
"I just do what! can,"
Davis said.
"The last two games he
has been just excellent. I
think he is working very
well with our new offense,"
Guevara said, before the
Irvine game.
Guevara feels Davis is
playing up to his ability
with the new offense and is
very happy with his performance in the last three
games. The coach is also

Phil Davis
ting him on the back and he
is going out on the court
feeling like he is important.
That is necessary for a
quarterback," Guevara
said.
Davis said Earl White,
SJSU assistant coach has
helped him a lot with his
moves on the court. His San
Lorenzo High School coach,
Al Mangin, attends most of

Women win easily;
streak at seven
By Steven Goldberg
"Total domination."
In a game where the
second half was played
only to find out the final
score, those words describe
what
the
women’s
basketball team did to
CSU-Sacramento last night
in the Women’s Gym as
they won 68-28.
"We’ve got the talent,"
Coach Sharon Chatman
said after the victory.
Now we’re a team."
Team balance was the
Spartans’ theme as they
extended their win streak
to seven and 11 games out
of 12.
Lee Bernadino typified
that team play as she led
the Spartans in rebounds
with 15 and assists with
seven. Sally Halvorson, for
the second straight night,
played an aggressive
game. The 5-foot-9-inch

forward, the smallest girl
in the Spartan front line,
ended up with 14 rebounds
and 8 points. Halvorson led
the Spartans in rebounds
Wednesday night against
UC-Berkeley.
The
Spartans’
domination was most
evident on the offensive
and defensive boards as
they outrebounded the
Hornets 62-29.
Elinor Banks, who led
the Spartans with 13 points
and added 11 rebounds,
controlled the middle on
defense as the Spartans
played a tough, shifting 2-3
zone.
The Hornets shot
almost exclusively from
the outside. When they
attempted to penetrate
towards the basket, Banks,
Bernadino or Sue Day, the
Spartans other 6-foot
center
would be right

Spartan fencers
host championship
The Spartan fencing
team will be hosting the
Northern
California
Championships tomorrow
and Sunday at 10 in
Women’s Gym Per 101 A
and B.
Four teams will be
participating including
University,
Stanford
University of California at
Berkeley and Santa Cruz
with SJSU.
The women’s team will
be defending its championship for the fourth
time. Sabre fencer Marc
Detert will be defending his
crown as will epee fencer
Peter Schifrin.
Michael,
Coach
D’Asaro predicted that
we will definitely win the
sabre team with Deter! and
I am sure we will take the
epee." After three straight
Coach
championships,
D’Asaro had no doubt in his
mind about the women.
"Our hosting the NorCal will give us the opportunity to show state
what a fine team we have

D’Asaro added.
"The students have a
chance to watch top-notch
fencers in action this
weekend."
Individual events
starts Saturday at 10 with
epee and sabre in the afternoon. Sunday are the
team foil events in the
morning with epee and
sabre to follow. Admission
is free.

get

there to force an offbalance shot.
On one play Bernadino
blocked a shot with such
force a Hornet hit the floor.
We shot 14 percent.
What can I tell you?"
Coach Linda Hughes of the
Hornets said.
"They’re a super
team," Hughes said of the
Spartans. They have a lot
of balance."
The Spartans started
slowly and only led 8-4 with
11:08 left in the first half.
At that point they took off,
scoring 19 straight points.
The Hornets, on two
Rosa Vias set shots, broke
their 12-minute silence as
the half ended with the
Spartans leading 35-8. Vias
led the Hornets with nine
points.
It was a night for the
Spartans when just about
everything went right.
The two Spartan
centers, Day and Banks
ran a successful fastbreak.
Banks got an assist as Day
sank the lay-up. To add
insult to inj ury, Day was
fouled on the play and
converted the free throw.

Baseball
Delayed
Today’s

varsity
between

game

baseball

University of San
Francisco has been
postponed due to the wet
conditions.

SJSU and

"GASSED"

at

SPARTAN
STATIONS
Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

7th &

Phelan

10th 8 Taylor

(diesel)
245

Keyes

4th 8 Williams

ASPB
San Jose State Lniversity
presents

while exposing fencing to
the student body,"

Coach

AMEU
CNIE
9565,, I,, Si

from the other team while
playing basketball.
"Basketball

Davis said.
Davis said he came to
SJSU mainly because he
liked the type of offense the
Spartans play. He also
likes being close enough to
home so that he doesn’t
have to fly to see his
family.
His mother, father and
three older sisters attend
every game they can.

"Stan (Hill, sophomore
Tracy
and

( Haynes, senior forward)
set real good screens to ’get
me open," Davis said.
guard

thinks only

said

LAST REMAKE OF
BEAU GESTE
THE 12 CHAIRS
THE CRITIC
Sot. I Ate Skov.

1,21
A NT AND HIS DOG
1001 A Space Oddity
SATIAIday - moNclay
CHAC
God of Rain
tilykalerkkablayx

an

outlet for me. Maybe that is
why I like it so much,"

center)

The

is

he

about getting

the ball to open teammates
and getting the ball away

"My father helps me
get up when I am down and
he also helps me when! get
too high (emotionally),"
Davis said.
According to Davis the
team as a unit gets along
better than any other team
he has ever played on.

The Spartan womens
gymnastics team nearly
swept all events last night
in a meet against Stanford
at Spartan Gym. The final
score was 125.65 to 107.05.
SJSU’s Kris Klepfer
took first place in all four
events thus capturing the
all-around first place.

Davis may not may not
be fast, jump very high or
be very tall but he has
improved consistently and
has emerged as the player
Guevara thought he could
be when he recruited him
two years ago.

8.95 in floor exercise.
Stanford only placed in
three of the top 20 spots in
the meet, taking a third in
vaulting, a fourth in the
balance beam, and a third
on the bars. SJSU took all
other spots, taking the floor
exercise and the all-around
competition completely.
The next meet for the
Spartans

Klepfer
vaulting,

scored
8.35

8.9

on

in
the

balance beam, 8.3 on the
uneven parallel bars, and

is

scheduled

Saturday at 6 p.m. with UCDavis

and

Sacramento

SJSU’s
men and womens teams.

State facing

both

CLASSIFIEDS
FURNITURE for sale
Desk
and chair 04$. Dresser 005.
Double bed. I yr. old $100. Green
Jumbo Bean Bag $15. Table 010.
4 folding chairs 1,4 each. Ironing
board SS, old fashioned wooden
office chair 010. Call 244 0341
afternoon or evenings.

AMIOUNCENENTS
THE SKI CLUB Is having Its
VALENTINE’S DANCE on
F riday ., Feb. 171T in the Queen’s
Room of the Red Coach Inn,
1090$ N Wolfe Road.. COPf InOt
Le Baron). Price is taper couple
and is for dancing 9 to 1:30.
You’ll have t000 out for dinner
Bay Approach will provide the
live entertainment. Dress is
semi formal, so look your best.
doors open at 6.30. Corning up is
the 5th meeting, at 7-30 pm in
the S.U. Ballroom, on Thurs.
Feb. 91h. Easter Utah trip and
Tahoe trips to be discussed. 1st
Northshore Tahoe trip is the
weekend of Feb. 10. ii, 12. Sign
up at the Ski Club table. GO FOR
IT
NEED EXTRA CREDIT? Earn 3
units of credit while gaining
valuable experience as a Peer
Counselor. Come by the Peer
Drop In Center, 3r0 floor
Student Union or call Ron at 266
3616 for information.

PIANO used, upright Well ken/.
$300. MUST SELL. 3219787.
TYPEWRITER SCM Cornainalk
Elec. Portable Pica 12". Car
fridge ribbon. Exec. cond. 290
0610 days, 354-K107 eves.
DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF, Your Insurance man on
the campus can fake care of all
our insurance needs AUTO,
HOME. FIRE. HEALTH if you
are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment
at my Office or home and we’ll
set up. time ronvenent tor you
on campus, your home or my
office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
Maney. CALL MORY STAR,
353 3277 or 446 3649

ACM Nan. Car Rallye Feb 11. entitle
"Be. My Beaver" by FBRT.
Start 6 9pm on Skyport Blvd
just off N. 1st St. Cost: only 03.50
per car load. Extra help for lot
timers. Info, 2626735
Real Estate Note for Sale original
value 511,000. but will sell at 12.5
percent discount. MUST SELL.
321 9717 or 0694591.
Lot for Sale in Fresno. 4.5 acres.
Residential area, gentle slope.
beautiful view, 20 minutes from
downtown, new roads, elec
fricity, etc . $17000 cash or best
offer. May consider 5.000 cash
and trade. 321 9787 or 969 8591.
WOMEN’S SOCCER: Any coed
wishing to play Soccer can
contact Jack mon at 277 3241 or
Bud Heck at 578 2018

GARDENER HANDYMAN.03,25 hr
Work every other Sat. or Sun. 3
to 4 hours each time. Steady
employment 298 4900.
WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English con aaaaa tion at
California Language Institute in
Japan, send resume and Photo
The
requirements
are
American college graduate with
prod personality and can slay a
minimum of 2 years About 25
hrs per week/$1,000 per month
minimum. California Language
institute, contact Mr Ichiro
Hoharaivantaha Bldg. IF, lit
UOmachl. Kokurakita Ku/Kit
akysfahu, Fukuoka. JAPAN 1102.
_
SECRETARY Part time, flexible
flours. Green Thumb Lawn
Service, 2454930,
MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE
is jftering paid internships in
teaching Black and Chicano
studies Call 2772109.

AUTOMOTIVE
974 FIAT 128, 4 door, front Mosel
drive, excellent condition, great
mileage 01600. 293 S897.
Great Buy! 1970 PONTIAC. 1235.00
Runs Great! 2 Door Hardtop
Phone 244,3353 Evenings/Wnds.
$500. Works
PLYMOUTH
’69
excellent
Automatic Iran
Also
%mission VI, etc.
’64 Ford
Station waoon. Works well
Automatic Transmission. 1300.
MUST SELL. 321 9767 or 969
$591

RIDICULOUS 107 E San Fernando
St. (bet. 3rd and 4th) needs
people (lull and part time) to
assemble wicker furniture and
bath acc. (using staple guns and
Apply
paint compressors)
immediately.
College students needing over 4100
per week for part time work.
Flexible NAOS, Must be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co. 243 1121 for interview
appointment.
INTERIOR DESIGN Seniorstr
Immediate full and part time
job opening’s. For interview
phone 267 1374.

FOR SALE
KODAK FILM, PAPER, Chemicals,
Projectors and Equipment All
COST plus 10,1! Sample
Processing K dads,
Prices
ome and Ectachrome 13036
140, 135 10. 106. UPS. K11/400
wislides and replacement roll
7.00. K25 and 64 13$ 36 film 2 96,
VPS 135 36 1.03. 13$ 20 1.09. 100 ft
9.57 PAPER Polycontrast SW
10311010’s, 14.93, RC 1001010,
19 20 Ektacolor 74 RC 1001010.
26.96 These are but a few of the
Many items we carry Call 111 69
249 2456. Creative Photography.
1900 Lafayette. Santa Clara, CA
95050 We also do weddings and
portraits at reasonable rates
Call NOW!

FOR THE THROAT
Marketing/Service Company
with social consciousness of zero
seeking profit orientated people
not adverse to using opponents’
face as stepping stone Ethics or
integrity not required Co. has
diverse financial interests and
offers custom tailored job to fit
your needs
E 0.E , M/F
PT/FT. Carving up 5.1 now. 294
71150.
"Let Them E at Cake."

GO

PSYCH. or COUNSELOR ED.
Intern, filling. pref. Counseling
and test SUP. provided CY,
PEERS ASSOC 3266CCOLUMN
CT 1195111

filing cabinets, counters, car
pets, air cOnd sink. rd l Wat,
and pkg. 275 E William St 29’.
$362

PERSONALS
!’!:l/
UNWANTED
,.moyed
Permanently 2.15 E Santa Clara
Street. rrn 811 704 aatio Nan
tell*.

ATTENTION: OT, Soc.. Psych., Sp.
Ed.. Health, Rec., Coons. Ed..
Majors. an opportunity to gain
pre professional experience in
the Governor’s Volunteer
Program
Working with
developmentally
disabled
person. Orientation and training
Is provided. Call Linda Green at
SCALE, 2772109

Good
Samaritan
Gentleman,
THANK YOU for return of
wallet
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, age is no problem. I
have a very minor voice defect
If int
, call. Brian at 79623011

WANTED: Graphic Arts student to
layout instruction books for
Math Teaching Aids, part time.
Cambrian Park area. Call Dick
or Helen Davis. 377 1678.

JOBS
ForeCI.N9n.SHNIP.S1 ..Apmeerrieicnacne
requited.
Excellent
Pay.
Worldwide travel Summer job
or career Send 53 00 for in
formation SEAFAX, Dept lb.
First Laurel, Port AngeleswA
98367

EXTRA
INCOME!
Mailing
circulars at home, $300 Weekly
Possible! No either necessary,
free info,
Write
Teletex
Associates 35484 Collier Place,
Fremont CA 94536.

KAHULA
Call
IMPORTANT

ISRAELI
NEGOTIATING
STANCE: "What’s yours is
mine, and what’s mine is mine:’
The Lone Haranguer.

2 4 students to rent apt. In etching,
for right week. Call Gail 2799492
bet, land 6.

Rent cabin at TAHOE. 1 bdrms. at
ft. of Heavenly. mar clubs. 5150
wk. $50 wknd. 267 2697

Charming. remodeled 2 bed, home.
Close to SJSU. park and elem.
school, 054,950. All terms Agent.
269 3117 aft. 5p.m.

SERVICES

ROOM FOR RENT 2 Blocks to
SJSU. $7000 Per meolll 515 S.
tensor canal 15117

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP If
you are a good student with a
good driving record, you may
qualify for 25 percent discount
on your auto insurance We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and lite
insurance.
Appointments at
time and place convenient to
you. Call Bruce Lott at 241 4750.

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO LIVE
Newly remodeled, new carpet,
extra clean, extra quiet. Gas
ovens, electric ovens radar
ovens. dishwasher. ping pone
and volleyball. 5110/ mo. 311 S
Ilth one block away. Call 295
1950
MALE wanted to share apt. 11 blk. to
SJSU1 with 2 other males.
Christian and non-smoker
preferred. 297 2210 after 6 pm.
LGE 2 BED. APT, unfur. 175/month
Plus deposit. 65 S. 1110 St. Cali
2943300.
ROOM AND BOARD avail Primed
for SJSU male students. Meals
and Utile Inc’ Single occupanc Y
$160 mo Call 279 9473 or drop by
15550 Ilth
ROOMS for rent in-18-1-..-Iukst-ri-Ou-s
story restored Mansion 5.000 sq
ft in Williams Park area Walk
to San Jose State New plush
carpets. Peter req’d $130200
Available immediately. 279 2511
anytime.
For rent: 1/204 2 bdrm. apt. 097.90
50050, 10111 St. 273 0295.
Female fioneMOlter 2 bdrm 2 bath
WM. apt. 11115. 2 blks to SJSU
287 731/evenings.

TYPING term papers 75 cents a
page
and
up.
Resumes
S2.50/page, IBM Correcting
Selectrics. All work guaranteed
Please call after 4 pm. KITTY
CARTER. NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 263
4525.
TUTORING
Acctg., Basic or
Fortran, individual or group
rates, Collin. 247 2916.
I

TYPE term papers, theses.
reports, mans scripts. resumes
IBM Selecctic. Jove 269 0213

CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog
Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona 15011,
SEPARATE BLDG. Bus. office AO
sq. ft 7 biks SJSU Inc 3 desks,

HAVE A QUESTION about Real
Estate? Want to own property?
Homes and Things is giving free
advice. Pleat* call 287 3953. ask
for Pat. fellow student

CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing need:
Student discounts 926 0920
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE lvi
me make your deadlines’
Professional typist Much ex
per ience with terrn papers
Theses, resumes, etc. Use the
latest
IBM
automatic
typewriters: first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected, if necessary Call
Heather. 267 8593
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg 14081 356
124 137 Escobar Ave. Los
Gatos. 95030

STEREO

294 2850

Puppies Shep/Lab mix 7b wks old.
2 male, 2 female. Approx 515 or
best offer. Rites 249 6730.

HOUSING
DRIVER STOCK CLERK. 03.25 hr.
Work 3 days per week 3 to 4 hrs.
each day. to fit school schedule
Husky, must know city well,
good driving record Phone 295
4900

ASTROLOGY CLASSES, Through
Instruction, reasonable fee.
Small c lasses. Call Donn ice, 292
01106

FLEXIBLE HOURS, ’GOOD
PAY Need nurses’ aides/Ord
54 50 /hr LVN’s 55 62. hr and
RN’s. $7/hr Some experience
required Call for appt New
Horizons Nurses Registry. 27/5
Park Ave. S.C. 2117 1749.

HELP WANTED

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
nowl Information available the
A.S. office or phone 371 6911.

ATTENTION
AUDIOPHILES!
Tenney, Phase Linear, Genesis,
HK B. W. DBX, KIM, MXR,
CV. Ohm. Dahiquist, Lux.
Nakamichi, RTR, B 0. DCM,
M K. ADC, DB Gas, Janus.
Mkko. bonus, Scott, FPI, JVC.
ESS, JBL, BIC. JIL, and more at
Discount Prices! AUDIO EN
TERPRISES has over 140Maior
brands Of home clec tropics at 10
to 50 percent off I All new full
warranty.
Free
cassette
carousel, stylus timer, or rec
cleaner kit wiany system! Call
255 5550, M F. 19, All day. Sat
Sun. ASK for KEN.

TRAVEL

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL $t off wad for 2
color or 4 B and W photos
Reggular prior $750
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 7000 20
Paseo Or San Antonio Si
(between 1st and 2nd Streets )
TRAVEL . TRAVEL TRAVEL Our
services Include free World
wide charter flight locating
service tor Amsterdam. London,
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Paris.
Rome,
Madrid,
Shannon,
Zurich, Milan, Hong Kong,
Philippines. Hawaii and New
York Other services. Dural!.
Sri trail. Car Rentals. Books and
Maps, Luggage and Travel
Packs Student Services. InrI
student I D. cards, student
flights Student Travel Table
located on the main Hoot. of
Student Union Hours II 2 pm
Tues. Wed. Thurs or visit our
office. Trip and Travel Planning
Co. 4440, William St. At S 1091,
SI I San Jose, CA 95112 tea)
293 1613 Hours Mon 95 pm
Tues try, Fr, O A pm plus Sal
10 3 prn

Looking Iota place to live -

2 bdrm apt across from library’ on
4111 and E. San Fernando.
0200/mo. and security dePolltt
Utilities paid. 267-6273 after 6
Pm.

Check the Classifieds
for Housing and
many other services
for your convenience

FEMALE to share apt. sv/2 Asian
girls. Osten rM, and bathroom,
blk to SJSU. 110nlimoker 795
6599
PRIVATE RM . one half block to
SJSU. near Lucky’s. bus. K P
resp.male student
earn gym
297 7679.
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Ivan
Moravec

happy with the combination of freshman
guard, Michael Mendez,
and Davis.
"I think the two guards
(Davis and
Mendez)
complement each other on
the court," Guevara said.

Women gymnasts
vault past Cards

011111

P ianist.
In recital

S pm Feb.loth
Music Concert Hall
Tickets-V.00 Students. $5.00 General, available
from Associated Students Business Office and
San Jose Box Office (408)246-1160. At door $3.50.
V 50
Presented by the Associated Students
of San Jose State University
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Local homes renovated by owners

spartaguide

Victorian restoration underwa
By Cherie Beers
For some, buying and
renovating a Victorian
home is a way to get away
from the 94o-5 office grind
and follow a dream: for
ego
it
is
others
gratification.
But for whatever
reason, Clyde Arbuckle, a
Santa Clara historian,
thinks it’s a good sign.
Arbuckle, author of
"Santa Clara Ranchos"
and coauthor of "Historic
Names, Places and Per’sons in Santa Clara
County," is "very glad to
see young people working
on these houses some of
them are really things of
beauty."
The 75-year-old Santa
Clara native has seen the
downtown San Jose area
deteriorate from its pre World War I glory to its
current state as a mecca
for bums and vagrants.
But now there is a
trend to bring back the
days of the Victorian age.
Tim Duran, owner of
Rucker House,418 S. Third
St., believes the trend
began around 1970 in San
Francisco. Corwin R.
Mocine, instructor of urban
plannning at SJSU,
believes the trend may
have begun back east with
the renovation of houses in
the Georgetown area of
Boston.
The Victorian craze did
not take hold in San Jose
until around 1975 Duran

photo

Rucker House, at 418 Third St., is a Victorian dream for Its owner, Tim Duncan. The 11 room house is
considered one of the finest Victorians in the area by historian Clyde Arbuckle.
friends can’t believe
The house, considered modern furniture.
estimates, because the
"I
find
ego something like this house
Victorians are not in a one of the finest Victorians
prime area and relatively In the area, by Duran and gratification in owning really exists."
When he purchased the
Arbuckle is known for its something so special,"
few are available.
Duran purchased the distinctive oak and and Duran said."Most of my house it was to fulfill ’ A
11 -room Rucker House, stained glass doors, valued
named for its original by Arbluckle at $10,000.
Duran, a broker, rents
owners, in 1969 and says at
that time the house had apartments in the main
been on the market for six house and lives alone in the
months before he made his carriage house among a
blend of antique and
offer.

Soaps more ’realistic’
than other TV shows

(Continued from page 3)
He compared soap
operas to the plays of Anton
Chekhov in their complexity of characters and
their focus on the type of
groups and problems upon
which soaps dwell.
"I’m interested in the
progress of problems,"
Ostergren said. "It (the
soap opera) shows the flow
of life without stops.
Problems don’t usually
have neat resolutions."

Soap operas are
thought of as realistic
because of their lack of
suspense and violence,
Ostergren said.
"Walking across the
room can be an event," he
said.

Whereas "Kojak" and
"Police Woman" end with
neat, pat solutions resolved
in suspenseful and violent
scenes, Ostergren said
soap operas emphasize

Phi Alpha Theta
presents "It Couldn’t
Happen Here" tonight at
7:30 at 2314 Price Way.
Guest speaker William
Bauerle will examine the
1933 San Jose lynching. A
map is available in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 134.
All interested students
are invited to the first
meeting of the Akbayan
Filipino Club today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at
1:30.
The Earth Household
Ecology Club will meet
today at 1 p.m. in Building
U, the Environmental
Studies Department.

"Adventures of a Ja
Chaplain Intern" is the tali
of a speech to be given bj
Bonnie Reagan 7 p.m
Sunday at the Gracr
Baptist Church, 10th am
East San Fernando streets.
SCALE will present a
slide show for thr
Governor’s
Volunteer
Program, in the Student
Union Council Chambers at
3 p.m. today. Work with
developmentally disabled
residents at Agnews State
Hospital will be discussed.
The SJSU Women’s
Center will sponsor an
Assertive and Orgasmic.
Awareness Workshop for
women 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday at no. 3 Hatfield
Walkway. For information
or registration, call 5926309.

final day!

COPIES
after a speech given by
SJSU President John
Bunzel in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Owens reportedly
screamed, "How about
taking a few questions
from the audience now,
the
from
Bunzel?"
audience and was immediately apprehended.
The social science senior
was charged with
disturbing the peace, but
the charges were eventually dropped.
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overnight
no minimum--

1 /2c

KINKO’S
1235. 3rd Street
295 4336
Also At:
481 E. San Carlos St.
295.5511

HOW IT WORKS
:HERE’S
BUY ONE ITEM AT THE REGULAR
AND GET THE SECOND ITEM
FOP ONLY

the ring sale.
$5995
save up to $34.55
Men’s traditional Siladiurn rings
and selected women’s fashion rings
R

PH10E

are an unusual buy at $59.95
Today is your last chance to get really outstanding savings in this sale

GUYS JEANS
6 SLACKS
DESIGNER SHIRTS
GUYS JACS

Li

Choose horn a wide assortment of suluctort
colors. styles anti fabric,’ You nup.t p.n, Inn
higher price of the two owns chosoo

OFFER GOOD THRU VALENTINE’S DAY

THEARTORVED
has a large

collection

of

REPRESENTATIVE

rings Ask to see them

Today 9:3 0 - 5:00

l

SJS Students receive 5% DISCOUNT w

student I.D. & this ad

Corner of 5th & Santa Clara
One block from campus

iven Spaitan

Boolutoie
San Jose State University

1

The Society for ti
Advancement
Management will met
tonight at 7 for a beer an
pizza party at Me ’n Ed’
Pizza on Saratoga Avenur
All are welcome.

"Wives seem to have
unrestricted access to their
husbands’ ( usually doctors
and lawyers) offices," he
said. "Personal lives absorb and obliterate their
work."

14’
SALE
GALS JEANS
GALS FASHION
MOUSES
GALS JACS

An
occupational
therapy student meeting
will be held today to
discuss progress made on
the curriculum revision.
All interested students
should come to room 210,
the Old Science Building,
or call Ellen Anderson for
more information at 7-2981.

The Campus Christii
Center, 300 S. 10th St., wi
offer Bible study at 4 p.m
worship at 5 p.m. and
Catholic mass at 8 p.m. c
Sunday.

dialogue, discussion and
compassion.
However, Ostergren
pointed out that the soaps
are not totally realistic,
either.

flashback
On this day in:
1971: Two students
were shot and 10 arrested
during an anti-war rally at
Stanford University. About
100 police and 300
demonstrators clashed at
’ the rally staged to oppose
the invasion of Laos and
"the war-related research
being done by the (Stanford) University Compilation Center."
18711: SJSU student
Mark Owens was arrested
by University Police
following a vocal outburst

by Melorue Porker

dream of owning a Victorian home that went back
to high school."
Since purchasing the
house, which was "in very
good condition inside,"
Duran has spent thousands
of dollars in plumbing, had
the house reroofed and
painted and completely
rebuilt the carriage house.
Unlike many Victorian
renovators, Duran claims
to do only about five percent of the handywork
himself; the rest he has
contracted out. According
to Arbuckle, most Victorians "are being restored
by young people who are
very dedicated."
The Victorian dream is
now ending for Duran, who
is planning to sell Rucker
House.
"I’ve been here nine
years and now it’s time for
a change," Duran said . He
has no regrets or disappointments with the house,
but, he is tired of the people
who are attracted by the
doors and turrets of the
house and demand tours
and those "who trespass
occasionally."
Duran rarely shows the
inside of the house out of
respect for his tenant’s
privacy.

The Chinese Student
Association will celebrate
Chinese New Year with a
dinner tonight at 6:30 at the
YWCA, 375 S. Third St. For
tickets call 292-0403 or 2778210.
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